A novel method to approximate objects with spheres is proposed. The algorithm finds the object's shape defined by the base curve of the input object. The surrounding region is utilised to construct a circumference which runs along the surface. The circumference is constructed by obtaining a diameter of two opposite points on the surface, then collisions with the polygonal mesh are calculated to obtain the circumference rotation angle.
Introduction
An algorithm to approximate objects with spheres is proposed, as part of the pre-processing phase of a collision detection method. The geometry of the objects is of tubular construction. The idea is to divide the object into tubular regions called streams which are represented by a hierarchy of spheres. Collisions are calculated among the streams and within the streams, for self intersections. This approach was motivated by the animation of articulated objects which have extremities with tubular shapes and complex deformations. The human body can be approximated by many polygonal objects representing structures such as the skeleton and inner organs. One can represent geometric shapes of these parts with tubular objects which can be further approximated by spheres.
A similar approach was presented in [1] , where several streams with primitives in the near proximity are grouped for further processing, and objects far apart are culled away.
Tubular surfaces are built from a base curve that defines its length and another curve which is displaced over the first curve as illustrated in Figure 1 . Bauer and Plothier [2] presented a method to build the curve from a surface, using the minimal squares method in order to find the best approximation to a cylinder. This is possible since there is an implicit or a parametric function of such a curve, but this is not possible with three-dimensional meshes whose shapes are not regular and therefore a parametric or implicit function does not exist. Figure 1 . A tubular surface is formed by two curves, the base curve C 1 defines the length and direction, and the second curve C 2 is displaced along the first curve to define the surface.
Spheres created along the surface of the tubular object (represented by triangular meshes) are accurate since they are located in the center of the diameter of their corresponding region and they have the exact size as they collide with the surface without exceeding the size of their regions. Results will serve to the animation and to the collision detection processes since all the triangles belong to their corresponding spheres. Spheres remain the accurate approximation because they are attached to the triangles they belong to so that when the surface deforms, the spheres are updated immediately without any additional computatation.
Related Work
There are different ways to approximate a tubular surface with spheres. Müller and Chentanez [3] used spheres and ellipsoids to approximate the human body and to detect collisions with garments. In addition, [4] employed the medial axis approximation [5, 6] to determine the object's shapes and then to join spheres with a heuristic function.
Unlike other methods, the algorithm proposed in this work employs the ray-triangle intersection test as the main tool to fill objects with spheres. The medial axis (MA) approximation and Principal Component Analisys (PCA) [5, 6] both require eigenanalysis to be calculated in order to obtain the main axis of the mesh points. Regarding the constant motion, this computation will often be required during the rasterization process. Also, in the case we are interested in obtaining the surrounding polygon area of the circumference, the MA and the PCA are not useful.
Another method would be to use spheres as particles, with each particle undergoing physical motion in order to fill the closed object. This method places high demands on computation since collision detection and response must be calculated for the particles in addition to the physical simulation of the particles which involves the mass, linear and angular velocity, weight and gravity to be taken into account [7] .
To reduce the number of polygons in the input models, some algorithms employ multiresolution techniques [8, 9] that aim to approximate the shape of the objects with lower resolution models. This is an interesting idea, but care must be taken when handling several levels of resolution because of the cost of computation and the memory consumption that can cause poor performance. Otaduy and Lin [10] implemented a data structure that serves both as a BVH (Bounding Volume Hierarchy) for accelerating collision queries and as a multiresolution representation of the original model for computing contact information.
A point-based representation focuses on the vertices of the objects, alleviating the need to store the mesh connectivity. Klein and Zachmann [11] construct a point hierarchy where each node stores a sufficient sample of the points in addition to a sphere covering part of the surface. Spillmann et al. [12] employed a point-based object representation which undergoes geometric deformation. The geometry was bounded in a sphere hierarchy. Keiser et al. [13] showed a collision detection and response algorithm for point-based animation. The point-based surface is deformed during collisions and forces are exerted on the points representing the volume yielding plausible simulations.
When a physical simulation is required, some objects are represented with inner meshes using tetrahedra or hexahedra to simulate a range of material effects including elasticity, plasticity, melting and fracture [14, 15] .
Efficient collision detection algorithms are accelerated by spatial data structures such as the BVH or by spatial partitioning. Such object representations are commonly built in a pre-processing stage and perform very well for rigid and deformable objects. The use of BVHs as a way to represent virtual objects in a scene dates back to 1976 when Clark [16] suggested an algorithm in a hierarchical fashion to render objects quickly. However, time-consuming preprocessing is required to build these structures, rendering them unsuitable for dynamic settings. Bounding volumes are utilised in many applications because of their ability to represent the shape of objects and due to the reduced cost of testing against a BV rather than comparing against the object itself. Spheres have been used in a wide range of applications since they are easy to represent, have a fast overlap, and are rotationally invariant [5, 12, 17] . The AABB (Axis Aligned Bounding Box) also has a fast overlap check, which is accomplished via a simple comparison of its coordinate values [18, 19, 20] . The Oriented Bounding Box (OBB) can bound the object tighter than the AABB because it is oriented to best align with the underlying geometry [21, 22] , however, it does require a more expensive overlap test. Other volumes are discrete oriented polytopes, sphere-swept volumes, and convex hulls.
The Circumference
Simplifying the object's representation helps to reduce processing in routines such as rendering, collision detection, and collision response. A tubular surface can be represented by a polygonal mesh and the polygonal mesh can be represented as a set of spheres. As seen in Figure 1 , a base curve C 1 defines the direction of the curve, and a second curve C 2 is displaced along C 1 . Our problem can be enunciated as follows: given a tubular-like mesh we should find a base curve and the circumference C 2 in order to construct spheres along the mesh. Even when the base curve C 1 can be calculated with the MA, PCA, or with the skeleton of an articulated body, our proposed method constructs an inner circumference and preserve their robustness during deformations in the animation process.
Circumference Construction
To create the circumference, the center and the radius are neccesary. The diameter of the circumference is determined by the line that joins two opposite points of the surface. Each point belongs to a polygon; to join two opposite polygons by a line, the normal vectors are utilised. Normal vectors are pointing out to reflect the light, so that the negative of such a vector is employed to find the opposite polygon of a given polygon. Let N i be the normal vector of polygon i, ∆ i , then its opposite polygon ∆ j is computed by its collision of a ray that starts from ∆ i in the direction of − N i . This collision always happens since the object is a closed mesh with a volume; moreover this collision occurs with one and only one polygon. The starting point of the ray is the center of polygon i,∆ i . The line defined by the opposite polygons is represented as∆ i∆j .
This process takes O(n) time with n polygons in a tubular object. Note that the ray-triangle intersection test is employed to obtain the exact point of collision in ∆ j represented by its barycentric coordinates (Figure 2 ). Points on the plane in triangle ABC are given by T (u, v, w) = uA+vB+wC, where u,v,w are the barycen-tric coordinates of the point such that u + v + w = 1. T is inside ABC if and only if its barycentric coordinates satisfy 0 ≤ u, v, w ≤ 1. Alternatively, this may also be written as
Let a directed line segment between the two points P and Q be defined parametrically as R(t) = P + t(Q − P ), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. By setting T (v, w) equal to R(t), it is possible to solve for t, v and w to later verify if these are within the bounds required for an intersection [23] .
The center of the circumference is calculated with the point in the halfway of∆ i∆j , and its radius equals the half length of the diameter, (C, r). A sphere can be created with the parameters of the circumference.
According to definition, a tubular surface is composed by two curves, the first one C 1 defines the direction and the second one C 2 defines the surrounded area formed by its displacement over the first curve. A tubular surface has been discretized by a polygonal mesh and the objective is to approximate such a mesh with spheres.
The Rays of the ircumference
To find the set of polygons represented by the sphere forming the circumference, the closest polygons to this sphere have to be found. We can not use the sphere-polygon intersection test since there are some closer polygons that are not colliding with such a sphere (C, r). To overcome this problem the ray-triangle intersection test is employed. This test ensures that collisions with the nearest polygons are found even when these polygons are not overlapping with the sphere. Care must be taken with the collision of a ray with several polygons; in such a case, the closer polygon to is chosen.
We can create rays (Figure 3 ) in the circumference in order to fill the inner region, in fact a ray can be seen as a radius of . A circumference can contain rays which are represented by its radius r in several directions. These n r rays are separated by an angle of 360 nr ; the more rays that are considered, the more precision is achieved, and this helps to detect all the colliding polygons in the surrounding area. Ray r i starts in the center of and takes the direction:
The Z vector is a ray ortogonal to the first ray r 0 , and r 0 equals to the half of∆ i∆j .
The Polygons in the Surrounding Area
The sphere of the circumference can be shown in Fig. 4 and the triangles that belong to it are computed with the ray-triangle intersection test. The test is easily applied to tubular objects that do not suffer from complex deformations, but in objects with high curvatures, a ray can be colliding with more than one polygon as illustrated in Fig 5. In the latter case, the closest polygon to the center of is chosen. Polygons should be included in the properties of the sphere since they are required in the animation process for collision detection and response. Our proposed method differs form the BVH (Bounding Volume Hierarchy) in the accuracy since we are analyzing the problem from the inside part of the objects rather than analysing the object from the C outside point of view. The benefits are the reduced number of spheres utilised and the better approximation that can be validated by the Hausdorff distance [23] . The number of rays is less than the number of polygons in the surrounding area since one or more rays can collide with the same polygon. This is the most expensive process as each triangle should validate its collision with all the available polygons in the mesh. An available polygon means that it has not been collided with a ray and therefore it does not belong to a sphere. All the polygons should be occupied when the process is complete.
The Circumference Translation
To translate the circumference, a normal vector needs to be calculated. The normal vector N of∆ i∆j determines the direction of the s translation, then we obtain the new pivot line to specify the rotation angle. This rotation helps the circumference to follow the direction of the tubular surface.
In the next step, (C, r) is translated δ units in the direction of N . Thus, a ray-triangle intersection test is performed to find the new pair of polygons (opposite polygons), then the pivot line is calculated. Now, the diameter has been calculated, but the circumference needs to be rotated θ degrees, defined by the angle formed between the old pivot line and the new pivot line (Figure 7) . It is guaranteed that spheres created are located in the half point of the tubular object because of the opposite triangles computation. To keep the circumference shape running along the tubular object, the dot product of∆ i∆j and Z should be zero, otherwise an ellipsoid could be formed. This means that the angle formed by the two vectors should be 90 o to have a circular shape. This is suitable since the rays are uniformly distributed along the circumference.
Algorithm Implementation
The algorithm is summarized in the pseudocode of Algorithm 1: Obtain the pivot line 3: Create with center C and radius r 4: Create sphere (C, r)
5:
Detect the surrounding area 6: Create the normal vector N to the plane of 7: for each time step do 8: Translate in direction of N 9:
Obtain the pivot line 10: Rotate 11: Create sphere (C, r) 12: Detect the surrounding area The surrounding area of line 5 refers to the set of polygons closer to . A polygon ∆ i belongs to if it collides with a ray. A problem arises if there are polygons that do not collide with a ray, in that case the number of rays should be increased. As the number of rays is increased, the probability that more than two rays collide with the same polygon also increases, but in this case we choose only one polygon.
The next translation should be defined by the updating of the normal vector N =∆ i∆j × Z, that is the cross product of the pivot line and the Z vector. This is computed in line 6. In fact Z is the ray orthogonal to ray 0.
The commands of the loop cycle are basically the same commands as in lines 2-6. The only difference occurs in line 10, the rotation process, where rotates over its center, around the Z vector to be adjusted to the new pivot line.
The loop cycle stops when no collision is found because all of the polyons have been marked as occupied. This occurs when has run through the object. We could have more precision by increasing the number of rays in the circumference or by reducing the translation step δ.
The algorithm was implemented in C++ using OpenGL using a QuadCore Intel Xeon of 2.40 GHz pro-cessor. The input is the object mesh with a tubular shape. We employ the extremities of a human body, a torus, and a tube object for experiments. Parameters to vary are the number of rays of , the translation step δ, the starting triangle for the first pivot line.
In Table 1 the number of spheres created for each object and the number of circumferences are detailed. Note the translation step δ is the same for three of the objects. Table 1 . The number of spheres and circumferences constructed for each of the four objects employed in the experiments. Figure 8 . The algorithm is applied to the extremities of a human body. The circumference is located in one of the ends of the tubular shape to start running along the surface.
Object
In Figure 8 the extremities of a human body are considered to be approximated with spheres.
The circumference runs in the direction of N , detecting collisions with the polygons of the mesh by using its rays. Even when spheres can be created in each step, it is convenient to avoid overlapping among them. A set of polygons belongs to a sphere in such a way that a polygon can not belong to two or more spheres. In Figure 9 the circumference traverses the arm of the human body starting from the hand.
We can observe the precision obtained in the approximation in the arm (Fig. 9) , the torus (Fig. 10) , and the tube (Fig. 11) . Note the spheres keep inside the geometry of the object avoiding inaccurate approximations.
We can observe in Figure 11 the filling of the tube object with 34 spheres and in Figure 12 a deformation of the tube, where spheres still maintain their correct size within the surface. 
Discussion
We can observe that the efficiency of our method depends on two parameters: the number of polygons n and the number of rays on the circumference n r . Translation and rotation transformations specified in lines 8 and 10 of the algorithm takes O(n r ). The sphere's creation of line 11 requires only to set the values of the circumference, (C, r) = . The normal vector's update to detect the direction of the 's translation is computed by taking the cross product of∆ i∆j and Z.
The most expensive operation is the surrounding region detection (line 12) since a ray-triangle collision test is performed for each ray to every polygon, taking O(n n r ) time. The pivot line of line 9 is calculated with the col- There exists other strategies to construct spheres to fill a closed 3D object: Principal Component Analysis, Medial Axis Approximation, and Bounding Volume Hierarchy.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a widely used dimensionality reduction technique in data analysis. PCA models have several shortcomings. One is that naive methods for finding the principal component directions have trouble with high dimensional data or large numbers of data points. Computing the sample covariance itself is very costly, requiring O(mp 2 ) operations, with m vectors in a space of p dimensions [24] .
Other statistical measures required to calculate the PCA are the standard deviation, the covariance, eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The PCA approach could be useful in detemining the main axes of the vertices of a mesh without curvatures [25] , as in the cases of the arms and legs of the human body. However, in meshes with curvatures as in the case of the torus and the tube, the main axes can not be accurately determined.
The Medial Axis (MA) can be defined as the locus of all centers of circles inside the 2D polygon (or spheres inside the 3D object) that are tangent to the boundary in two or more places [26] . In practice, the medial axis is referred to as the 3D skeleton for 3D models. Hence the extraction of the medial axis can be served as the center of the circumferences to fill the objects. In [6] and [5] Voronoi diagrams are employed to find the MA of 2D objects. However, for 3D objects, the number of points to be considered is much higher since the MA is a surface and that could cause the number of primitives to be greater than the number of vertices or polygons.
The BVH approximates objects with basic geometry such as spheres or AABBs. It is common to use octrees to deal with 3D objects, where the root node bounds the whole object with a sphere. The spheres formed in the first levels have a bigger size than the spheres used in the method proposed. Spheres are similar in size approximately in level 4 or higher of the tree, causing to trace the octree frequently. Another difference lies in the updating process, the children of a sphere should be updated before updating such a sphere, and this means that all the vertices of each sphere used to compute the center and radius must be considered. In the method proposed, spheres are updated computing the average point of the two triangles that contain the diameter of the circumference, a process much less costly than the one utilised by the BVH.
Conclusion
We have proposed a novel method to approximate tubularlike objects with spheres by using the ray-triangle intersection test. The benefits of the method proposed are as follows: the accuracy of the approximation, a few spheres employed, spheres are quickly updated during the animation process.
The disadvantages of the method proposed are as follows: the polygons of the tubular regions should be specified in the input, the number of rays n r and the displacement δ can vary depending of the size of the polygons.
The algorithm was run in the upper and lower limbs of a human body, in a torus, and in a tubular-like object. The human body mesh has 2, 100 polygons and is divided in 4 tubular regions; the torus contains 2, 300 polygons and has one tubular region, the tube contains 3, 300 polygons and one tubular region. This algorithm will be used in a collision detection algorithm when animating the objects, basically deformation movements.
Actually, we are applying the algorithm over bigger objects and we are using CUDA and GLSL to parallelize the algorithm using GPUs. Also, the code is being improved to obtain tighter spheres along the object.
